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---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: Jake Sturm <avoiceinthewilderness1260@gmail.com> 

Date: Thu, Aug 17, 2023 at 9:49 AM 

Subject: Please forward to the Leaders of the African Nations 

 

Dear Leaders of the African Nations 

 

The gamma radiation in Chicago, USA, has increased to 8.7 rad/hour—it is the highest reading we 
have gotten. That means that our family and the 10 million people of Chicago are now being 
exposed to radiation levels equivalent to over 800 chest x-rays an hour. Ambulances have been 
rushing through our neighborhood. Workers are becoming scarce. More stores have closed. The 
United States is dying around us. 
  
Let us get straight to the point. 
  
The Western leaders do not think that you in Africa have a right to know about NATO’s secret 
nuclear war against Russia and China (which started in 2020). So we are sending this letter to you, 
to give you the truth. 
  
[NOTE: For years, the members of our family have been harassed, tortured, slandered, neutron-
bombed, assassinated because we have sent out these letters. The NATO leaders do not want you 
to know about their crimes against humanity or to read the contents of this letter—which is why 
you must read it and share it with everyone you know.] 
  
Currently, NATO is engaged in a secret neutron-bomb (i.e., “tactical nuke”) war, in which atomic 
bombs are being exploded at a high altitude over Russia, China, and many other nations. Tactical 
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nukes are as deadly as the nuclear bombs that were exploded over Japan in 1945, but because 
NATO explodes them high in the atmosphere the bombs are able to spread radioactive fallout over 
large regions without vaporizing cities. For this reason, the world’s 8 billion people do not know 
that there has been a nuclear war, and they do not know that people have been dying from 
radiation sickness. (Since early 2020, the West—backed by its criminal World Health 
Organization—has been using COVID to hide the global radiation deaths.) 
  
Currently, you and your countrymen are being exposed to very high levels of gamma (and neutron, 
proton, x-ray) radiation because of NATO’s secret nuclear war. Winds are carrying radioactive 
fallout to every part of the globe, and no nation is safe. Until you speak the truth publicly about 
this calamity, nothing can be done to save you, your nation, or the earth. If you knew that a giant 
asteroid was about to hit the earth, would you remain silent? Of course, not. You would tell 
everyone you know. So you must also tell everyone about this nuclear war. 
  
You can verify that NATO’s secret nuclear war has happened by contacting the governments of 
Egypt, Zimbabwe, South Africa, etc. (All the world leaders know about the war—including the 
members of the African Union and Arab League—but the Western governments are pressuring or 
bribing them to stay silent.) The governments listed above should also be able to give you 
additional information about NATO’s use of tactical nukes against non-Western nations (including 
the recent bombing of Mecca), the West’s hiding of the returned Christ and Mahdi, radiation data, 
past letters from our family, etc. 
  
The evidence of the nuclear war is everywhere. Across the world there have been devastating 
storms, floods, wildfires, typhoons, heat waves, animal die-offs, droughts, etc. Every event was 
caused by a neutron bomb (“tactical nuke”) dropped during NATO’s secret war. Since 2020, NATO 
has exploded thousands of tactical nukes across the world, destroying the atmosphere, sickening 
all people and animals, irradiating food and water supplies, melting glaciers, heating oceans, 
destroying agriculture and ecosystems, etc. In particular, NATO heavily bombed all the large towns 
and cities in Russia and China, which spread extremely high levels of radiation across the Asian 
continent and the rest of the world. Russia and China retaliated with their own bombings against 
NATO nations, and now the world is engulfed in a major radiation catastrophe. 
  
For decades, NATO has been secretly neutron-bombing nations around the world—Russia, Iraq, 
Libya, North Korea, Bolivia, Iran, China, Venezuela, India, Cuba, Brazil, Belarus, Syria, Zimbabwe, 
etc. Any nation that talked to Russia—or defied the West in any way—could expect to be nuclear-
bombed. Neutron bombs are especially devastating weapons. They release extreme blasts of 
radiation that injure and kill the people below, leading to mass-sickness and animal die-offs. The 
bombs also create extreme natural disasters that destroy crops, flood cities, and severely damage 
infrastructure—further disabling and bankrupting countries. Thus, when NATO uses neutron 
bombs in tandem with economic sanctions, they are often able to destroy nations and/or create 
regime change within a few months (which happened in Iraq, Libya, etc.). 
  
However, in late 2019 after the Wuhan incident, Russia and China discovered that NATO had been 
secretly using tactical nukes against their nations—and against many other nations—for years. 
(Indeed, neutron bombs had led to the collapse of the Soviet Union, and to the subsequent 
collapse of most socialistic governments in the world from the 1990s onward.) Thus, while NATO 
leaders signed nuclear treaties and climate agreements that called for nuclear disarmament and 
international cooperation on carbon emissions, they were secretly destroying the earth, and all 
life, with their nuclear bombs. 



  
NATO’s power lies in its nuclear bombs, not in its ineffectual military. In 2014, when NATO broke 
the Minsk agreement and the CIA orchestrated a coup to replace Ukraine’s democratically elected 
president with Zelensky, NATO already had plans to conquer Russia through a Ukrainian proxy war 
using nuclear weapons. They just needed to get their missiles as close to Russia as possible. 
  
Obviously, NATO’s strategy to destroy Russia (and China, Iran, North Korea, Venezuela, Cuba, 
Bolivia, Zimbabwe, etc.) with nuclear weapons did not work. All the nations they tried to destroy 
are still here, their leadership maintaining power and their nations’ economies surviving or 
thriving. Yet, NATO leaders continue to threaten non-Western nations with economic and/or 
military destruction if they do not submit to Western control. Recently, when Saudi Arabia would 
not increase oil production to fuel NATO’s wars, Biden himself threatened revenge; soon after, 
NATO nuclear-bombed Mecca. Similarly, French president Macron is now threatening Niger with 
military intervention if France’s puppet president is not restored to power there, and if Niger’s 
gold and uranium are not delivered to France. In addition, NATO is illegally occupying northeastern 
Syria’s oilfields to maintain a military presence/airbase in the region and to steal Syria’s oil. 
(Foreign airbases are essential for NATO’s global domination.)  
  
To the Western governments, Syria, Niger, Saudi Arabia, Mali, Iran, Venezuela, Zimbabwe, North 
Korea, Bolivia, Afghanistan, etc. represent catastrophe. What if other countries follow their 
example and break free from Western control? Each week, the U.S. State Department must send 
representatives around the world to bribe, threaten, and cajole leaders into accepting NATO 
control of their country and resources. (Only the most corrupt or naive world leaders willingly side 
with the West.) When diplomacy does not work, the U.S./U.K. take out their big guns: neutron 
bombs, economic sanctions, CIA/MI6 regime-change plots, assassinations, etc. 
  
WHY WON’T THE NATO LEADERS ACT REASONABLY? 

  
Currently, NATO’s offensive nuclear war has entered a new phase. It appears that NATO has 
depleted its supply of low-yield nuclear fission bombs (which it needs to make low-yield fusion 
neutron bombs/tactical nukes), so NATO is changing tactics. Judging by gamma radiation levels 
here in Chicago, NATO now appears to be using medium- or high-yield fission bombs for its 
“tactical” nuclear weapons. This is a level of desperation equivalent to NATO’s use of cluster 
bombs in Ukraine, and it has made the current nuclear war infinitely more destructive and deadly. 
  
So why is NATO continuing its futile wars against Russia, China, and other nations? The Western 
leaders know that they cannot win in Ukraine (Zelensky is now drafting 16-year-old girls). They 
know that they have run out of munitions and fuel for both their conventional and nuclear wars, 
and that their people are sick and dying from high levels of radiation. They know that extreme 
storms caused by fallout are devastating their cities and destroying their agricultural regions. They 
know that Canada, Greece, and Hawaii are aflame, and that Italy and Japan are underwater. So 
why are the NATO leaders still attacking Russia, China, and the entire world militarily and 
economically, when they have no chance of winning their wars, and when their own economies 
have been annihilated? 

  
The answer is simple: NATO leaders must keep the U.S. dollar stable at all costs. 
  
The U.S. dollar is the bedrock of “First World” global hegemony. If the value of the U.S. dollar is 
not kept stable, the Western financial system—which is based entirely on market manipulation 



and fraud—will quickly collapse. Thus, all actions by the NATO nations and their allies after 
World War II (when the U.S. dollar became the world reserve currency) have revolved around 
keeping the U.S. dollar stable. As will be explained later in this document, the dollar used to be 
backed by actual gold and silver; in fact, U.S. dollar bills were called “silver certificates,” and they 
were redeemable in silver. (Before 1970 one could take a U.S. dollar bill to a U.S. bank and actually 
trade it for real silver.) But in 1971, U.S. President Nixon took the dollar off the gold standard, and 
it became a “fiat” currency (i.e., it was turned into worthless paper whose value was not backed 
by gold, silver, or anything else—like the pretend money in a Monopoly game). 
  
[NOTE: The U.S. silver coins that had been the foundation of the U.S. economy for more than two 
centuries disappeared from American society in the 1960s and were replaced by cheap metal 
tokens. Likely, there had been a shortage of silver in U.S. Treasury vaults by 1965, which was when 
the U.S. government stopped producing silver coins for general use. Likely, the U.S. government 
had a similar shortage of gold by the early 1970s, which forced the U.S. to remove the dollar from 
the gold standard. There have not been any independent audits of U.S. Treasury gold reserves for 
many decades. Likely, most of the gold being held by the U.S. and U.K. after World War II (most of 
which probably belonged to other nations) was secretly sold to pay for the decade-long Vietnam 
War. In addition, the U.S. government spent billions of dollars to build extensive underground 
cities called DUMBs (Deep Underground Military Bases) across the United States for conducting 
secret, unethical research. Likely, when the U.S. government began borrowing massively in the 
1980s, it had used up all its gold reserves to pay for its wars, DUMB complexes, and other Cold 
War ventures.] 
` 
Thus, in 1971 the worthless American “Monopoly money” was established, and it began its slow, 
inflationary devaluation. Constantly, the U.S. government searched for ingenious ways to give its 
worthless U.S. currency imaginary value. This was not an easy task: to maintain the stability of the 
dollar, despite its constant inflation and devaluation, the U.S./U.K. governments needed to have 
total control of all global markets. 
  
To get that control, the U.S./U.K. created endless wars and conflicts to force nations to surrender 
their resources to the West for a tiny fraction of their true value. As we bow our heads in 
remembrance of the collective human suffering of the last 50 years in Vietnam, Cambodia, 
Palestine, Uganda, Ireland, Chile, Cyprus, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Nicaragua, Zimbabwe, Lebanon, 
Syria, Angola, Sri Lanka, India, Brazil, China, South Africa, North Korea, Czechoslovakia, Romania, 
Poland, Yugoslavia, Mozambique, West Papua, Rwanda, Haiti, Chechnya, Kosovo, Serbia, Bosnia, 
East Timor, Somalia, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Pakistan, DRCongo, Myanmar, Darfur, Sierra Leone, Liberia, 
Yemen, Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Mali, Georgia, Kashmir, Sudan, Venezuela, Russia, Ukraine, Peru, etc., 
we must also remember that none of this suffering was necessary. It was all caused by the West’s 
determination to rule the world through the U.S. dollar. 
  
Of course, the West’s endless wars have been expensive. To maintain NATO’s military hegemony, 
the U.S./U.K. and their European vassal states have borrowed or printed trillions of dollars since 
1971. As long as NATO can control the nations of the world, the dollar will remain stable (through 
regular market manipulation) regardless of how much money the Western governments spend or 
borrow for their wars. (It must seem to the Western leaders as if there were infinite dollars at 
their disposal.) Magically, the “U.S. dollar scam” has transformed worthless pieces of paper into 
the reserve currency of the world, coveted by nearly every nation. 
  



What has been hidden from the world, and especially from Africa, is how the U.S. dollar scam 
really works. What allows the Western governments to get the world’s resources for virtually 
nothing? As we explain later in this letter, whenever the U.S. dollar inflates and its purchasing 
power erodes, Western governments stabilize it by oversupplying the market with goods (oil, 
soybeans, corn, rice, gold, silver, uranium, houses, farmland, autos, etc.). This keeps global prices 
unnaturally cheap. Yet, products have become so undervalued that just a few extremely wealthy 
elites have been able to snatch up everything of value on the planet—creating the extreme wealth 
disparity existing today. 
  
Unfortunately, the devaluation of the world’s products has resulted in poverty and starvation for a 
majority of the world’s people. World production is like a spring that can only be compressed so 
far—it has now reached its absolute limit, and it is no longer possible to flood the global market 
with surpluses. (Actually, the endpoint was reached back in 2008 with the Global Financial Crisis, 
when the U.S. paper-money scam was put on life-support.) The world is now facing a mammoth 
financial crash in the very near future, as the worthless U.S. dollar implodes. 
  
Though former U.S. President Nixon and his cronies (Kissinger, etc.) understood the financial scam 
they had created, it is clear that the current Western leaders have no understanding of the scam 
whatsoever and don’t know that it has reached its endpoint. Instead of allowing Western banks to 
fail and the dollar scam to come to its natural end (as I write this, scores of U.S. banks are on the 
verge of collapse), the American and British leaders continue to bail out banks, create new wars, 
impose tariffs, blow up pipelines and bridges, slam nations like Russia and Iran with economic 
sanctions, drop nuclear bombs, etc. Though the Western governments have sucked out nearly 
every resource from every nation and put it all into their vaults (look at all the African gold that 
France possesses), the Western governments must always possess one more nugget of gold, one 
more drop of oil. For this reason, the U.S./U.K. refuse to end the dollar scam and free the people 
of the world.  
  
[NOTE: To increase the supply of oil to Europe, and to try to reduce oil prices globally, Britain 
wants to build a pipeline across the Sahara from Nigeria to Niger to Algeria. But to do this, NATO 
must squash the rebellions in Niger, Mali, Burkina Faso, etc. Therefore, the Niger conflict is asking 
the question: Who gets to control Africa and its resources—NATO or Africa? Nigeria’s president 
wants Western colonial rule over Africa; Niger wants Africa to rule itself.] 
  
As we explain later in this letter, the Western leaders are now collapsing the dollar rather than 
protecting it because they do not understand their own dollar-scam system. Before 2020, the 
West had a huge surplus of goods (oil, corn, wheat, etc.) that was dumped onto the market to 
keep prices down and to stabilize the dollar during the COVID years of lockdowns and decreased 
global production. But after three years of draining reserves, Western governments are now facing 
critical shortages of things like rice, wheat, gold, jet fuel, pharmaceuticals, gasoline, fertilizers, rare 
earth minerals, silver, aluminum, eggs, baby formula, diesel fuel additives, sugar, milk, etc. As 
these products’ prices increase to their fair market value, the West will not be able to flood the 
market to reduce prices, and the U.S. dollar will hyper-inflate and implode. Thus, the entire 
Western banking system is in the process of total collapse, and soon the world will experience the 
greatest financial crisis in human history. 
  
What all of this means economically is that the world, including your nation, is about to face an 
unimaginable catastrophe. But your economy does not have to sink with the American ship; the 
leaders of the world can act now to deal with the dollar crisis while there are still financial 



institutions, logistics, communication, fuel, etc., rather than wait until everything has collapsed 
and there is nothing to do but die. 
  
Therefore, before anyone can deal with the radiation disaster unleashed by NATO’s nuclear war, 
leaders must unite to stabilize the world economically. One of the best ways to do this is to 
establish a viable non-Western financial system as soon as possible (like the one offered by BRICS), 
and to invest in gold-backed currencies that can survive the coming economic and political 
tsunami. 
  
In addition, the nations of the world will need to establish a tribunal in which to prosecute the 
NATO/E.U. leaders for their crimes against humanity—crimes that include the offensive use of 
nuclear weapons, the atmospheric and environmental destruction of the earth, and the mass-
murder of tens of millions of people from radiation sickness. (One hopes that the Western leaders 
will have the good sense to surrender peacefully, and to allow for a nonviolent transition of power 
in their countries.) 
  
When the world has moved beyond the collapse of the U.S. dollar, disarmed, created a stable new 
global economy, stopped NATO’s wars, and restored the prices of goods to their fair market value, 
nations will be able to work together to solve the current global radiation catastrophe. But for any 
of this to happen, leaders must first tell their people the truth about NATO’s secret nuclear war. 
There cannot be a new system of multipolarism when the world’s leaders are still embracing the 
old neocolonial system of lying to the people/slaves. (As Christ says in the Gospel, “one cannot put 
old wine in new wineskins.”) Access to truth must become a universal human right. 
  
Obviously, there is an incredible amount of work to do; any delays will make it harder to solve 
these urgent problems. 
  
THE TRUTH ABOUT THE WESTERN LEADERS 

  
Though many nations in the “Global South” produce massive raw materials for First World 
industry and consumption, their people are more impoverished than at any other time in modern 
history. Global income disparity has never been worse: in 2018, a mere 26 individuals owned more 
wealth than over half the people in the world (i.e., 4 billion people). No one who claims to care 
about humanity can justify such an egregious imbalance of wealth, with 4 billion people working 
for the wealth of only 26 people. Obviously, the Western world order is not an egalitarian system, 
and—despite all democratic claims to the contrary—was never meant to be so. 
  
When scholars try to understand the reason for such unconscionable greed and exploitation, they 
usually explain it in terms of colonialism and neoliberal capitalistic policies. But if one delves 
further, back to the 19th century and the heyday of British industrialization and imperialism, one 
always finds Darwin. For over a century Western leaders have used the so-called “scientific” 
theory of Social Darwinism (now infused into the concepts of “realism” politics, free-market 
capitalism, neoliberalism, “One World Order,” etc.) to justify imperialism, colonization, wage 
slavery, eugenics, genocide, and the massive economic inequality between “First World” and 
“Third World” nations. According to the West’s Darwinian ideology, the First World contains the 
“fittest,” most superior people on the planet who should use their superior technology and 
knowledge to conquer and seize the resources of the world’s “unfit,” “subhuman” populations 
(who can be exterminated without remorse). Any “unfit” populations that are allowed to live must 
serve and enrich their Western masters. 



  
If Social Darwinism sounds a lot like Nazism, that is not a coincidence. Hitler was a Social 
Darwinist. The current NATO leaders are Social Darwinists. If NATO’s leaders were not Social 
Darwinists, they would have no interest in world domination, and they would not have started 
their Ukraine war or their secret nuclear war that has destroyed the earth with radiation. Only 
Nazi megalomaniacs want a unipolar world of endless warfare, mass-suffering, global tyranny, and 
nuclear terrorism. 
  
More specifically, only a psychopathic, “high-degree” Masonic Satanist wants a world of endless 
warfare, mass-suffering, global tyranny, and nuclear terrorism. No normal, sane person would 
every desire such things. 
  
The Western leaders are not who and what you think they are. They are master deceivers and 
high-degree members of Freemason cults (i.e., the Order of the Garter, the Illuminati, the Satanic 
Order of the Golden Dawn, the Knights Templar, the Ancient Arabic Order of Nobles of the Mystic 
Shrine, the Knights of Malta, the Order of Maria (female Masons), the Scottish Rite Freemasons, 
the Babylonian Brotherhood, the Temple of Set, etc.). These cults became extremely popular in 
Britain and Europe during the Enlightenment period, and they quickly spread to North America, 
Australia, India, and other colonies. (A quick Google search will reveal that, for the last 300 years, 
nearly every high-ranking Western elite has been a Freemason.) 
  
Privately, the Masonic cults allow Western elites to commit the vilest acts known to men. When 
“high-degree” satanic leaders like Marcon, Biden, Sunak, Trudeau, Netanyahu, Obama, Merkel, 
Soros, Duda, Kissinger, “BoJo,” King Charles, Prince William, Blinken, Bush Jr./Sr., Clinton, Prince 
Andrew, Nuland, Sullivan, Zelensky, Schwab, Trump, Von der Leyen, Blair, Bergoglio (aka, “Pope 
Francis”), Scholz, etc., torture and murder children during their Masonic blood ceremonies and 
solstice parties, they believe that Satan rewards them with a rare, god-like quality called virtus—
roughly translated as “manly courage.” This quality—which can only be obtained by sadistically 
killing an innocent person (usually a child)—is supposed to give them the strength and 
ruthlessness to conquer nations and to rule the world. (Machiavelli associated virtus with Europe’s 
most successful leaders, in particular with the cruelest Roman rulers.) Only those who possess 
virtus (i.e., only those who have proven their psychopathology in Freemason blood ceremonies) 
are allowed to reach the highest levels in Western governments, institutions, and businesses, 
becoming senators, CEOs, MPs, presidents, judges, archbishops, admirals, dukes, prime ministers, 
presidents, CIA directors, specialist doctors, generals, popes, ICC lawyers, California governors, 
defense ministers, Hollywood directors, IMF bankers, secretaries of state, etc. The Masonic cults 
teach “high-degree” members how to create false public personas to fool the people. 
  
The Western world is, literally, run by serial killers and psychopaths. Whereas Islam, Christianity, 
and the Eastern religions teach that mercy, honesty, and generosity are moral virtues, those same 
traits are considered weaknesses in the Western Machiavellian mindset. Instead, Western leaders 
admire and cultivate the so-called “royal arts” of ruthlessness, deception, sadism, and 
exploitation—which they consider essential for world domination. By intentionally breaking 
Yahweh/Allah’s Ten Commandments during their Masonic ceremonies, Western elites believe that 
Satan will reward them with god-like powers. So they murder, rape, and have sex with their own 
children. They human-sacrifice babies and young girls. They drink the blood of their victims, and 
become intoxicated on pineal fluid and “Adrenochrome” taken from murdered children. 
Cannibalism also plays an important role in the Western leaders’ secret blood rituals; by eating the 
organs or still-beating hearts of their victims, they become desensitized to the humanity of their 



victims and learn to view their fellow men as animals deserving of slaughter. (Note how many 
times French officials referred to the African youths as “vermin” during the recent clashes.) 
  
For centuries, Western elites have hidden their cult crimes from the public through a Masonic 
Code of Silence. Their crimes are further hidden through mind-control technologies, media 
manipulation, political propaganda, corruption of the Western criminal justice system, etc. Indeed, 
all the laws and institutions of the West—the U.N. Human Rights Council, the International 
Criminal Court, U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Council on National Defense, the World 
Health Organization, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the U.S. Justice 
Department, the Red Cross, the Royal Institute of International Affairs, etc.—revolve around 
hiding the Western leaders’ crimes and allowing them to continue. 
  
In short, Western leaders are inseparable from their Satanism. It is their foreign policy, their 
political ideology, their recreation, their religion. Literally, the West is Satanism. 
  
Because of the Masonic ideology of Western leaders, it is not surprising that neoliberal capitalistic 
policies have taken over the world, and that psychopaths like Biden, King Charles, and Macron 
have destroyed the planet with their nuclear bombs (and they will continue to do so until they are 
stopped by the world community). When Western leaders look at another person, they do not see 
a human being but a victim. Women and children exist to be harmed and defiled. Countries exist 
to be conquered and exploited. Because societies reflect the ideology of their leaders, the West is 
now a cesspool of pedophilia, gang violence, drug addiction, police corruption, child sex-change 
operations, prostitution, school shootings, homelessness, “LGBTQ+”, political assassinations, child 
sex-trafficking, hospital sexual assaults, etc. 
  
As with Imperial Rome, the First World is now collapsing beneath the weight of its depravity, and 
the Praetorian Guard is revolting. 
  
THE U.S. DOLLAR SCAM 

  
Across the world, nations have also been revolting against the U.S. dollar. This is a revolution for 
survival. For decades, the resources and products of the world have been sold to the “First World” 
for a tiny fraction of their true value, leading to the hyperinflation of local currencies, major 
reductions in people’s standard of living, civil unrest, and societal degradation. When the world’s 
resources and products are priced cheaply in U.S. dollars, the “First World” can purchase them at 
ridiculously low prices, thereby accruing enormous surpluses for future market manipulation. In 
such a way, for decades, Western governments have protected the U.S. dollar (and the worthless 
euro/pound/yen) from hyper-inflating. 
  
Let us look at how the U.S. dollar scam affects the price of gold. It is well-known in Western 
financial circles that gold’s true price should be over $10,000 USD per ounce, but it is currently 
selling at less than $2,000/ounce because Western governments force down the price through 
their paper-gold market. While $2,000 is a great price for gold buyers, it is catastrophic for nations 
like Ghana, Niger, Papua New Guinea, South Africa, DRCongo, Mali, etc., that must give away their 
gold at more than an 80% discount. In return, these nations receive worthless pieces of paper 
called “U.S. dollars” or “euros,” which they use to purchase First World products and services at 
inflated prices. 
  



Let us look at how the U.S. dollar scam affects the price of crude oil—the resource that is essential 
for NATO global hegemony. Western leaders must keep the price of oil at around $50/barrel so 
they can afford to run their domestic industries while also paying for NATO’s expensive proxy wars 
in places like Ukraine, Sudan, Libya, Syria, Niger, etc. Because oil is a major factor in the cost of 
production, a fixed, stable oil price also allows Western governments to accurately predict future 
production. Fixing the price of oil at $50/barrel is simple, and it is based on the most fundamental 
principle of economics: price is determined by supply and demand. If the U.S dollar begins to 
inflate and oil sells for $60/barrel, then the Western governments increase oil production—or 
dump oil reserves onto the market—to increase the global supply. This causes the oil price to drop 
to the desired $50/barrel. But if the U.S. dollar becomes too strong (deflation) and the price of oil 
drops to $40/barrel, then oil production is decreased—or oil is pulled from the market and added 
to the reserves—to decrease the global supply. This causes the oil price to rise to the desired 
$50/barrel. 
  
[NOTE: Saudi Arabia’s oil production and petroleum reserve systems were designed to quickly and 
efficiently adjust the worldwide oil supply, thereby maintaining the stability of the U.S. dollar. 
Western governments have put similar controls on all commercial goods to keep their prices fixed 
in U.S. dollars. (Though your one-ounce gold coin is actually worth USD $10,000, you will never get 
more than USD $2,000 for it.) The oil-producing states will never get more than $50/barrel for 
their oil—unless they break free from the U.S. “petrodollar” and trade in other currencies. That is 
what is happening now.] 
  
Thus, for the U.S. dollar scam to be successful—and for the British King Charles III to retain his 
status as “Emperor of the World” (a title he actually claims for himself)—all nations must turn over 
their resources and economies to Western governments, banks, and corporations. (This is what 
happens, of course, when nations receive IMF or World Bank loans.) The U.S. dollar scam requires 
a “One World Order” in which the U.S./U.K. control every nation in the world and can overthrow 
any regime that will not submit to Western rule. Through this system, Western governments have 
become enslaved to their greed and brutality: they must constantly exploit the people and 
resources of the world, and they must constantly create wars. 
  
[NOTE: If NATO’s wars of aggression were to suddenly stop, and if the nations of the world were to 
gain true independence, it would be the death of the First World. Thus, NATO’s proxy war in 
Ukraine has become a desperate “fight to the death,” involving nuclear attacks, cluster bombs, 
and 16-year-old draftees. Western Nazism is fighting for its very existence.] 
  
First World foreign policy and neocolonialism always has one central objective: ensure that every 
nation and resource is under Western control. But now, let us imagine that a “rebel” leader of a 
major oil-producing nation wants to increase the global price of oil by cutting oil production. As 
discussed earlier, this would create a decrease in oil supplies and an increase in price. If oil that 
had been sold for $50/barrel suddenly sold for $100/barrel, that would represent 100% inflation 
of the U.S. dollar—in other words, it would take twice as many dollars to buy the same amount of 
oil. In addition, businesses that are dependent on oil would need to pay twice as much to produce 
their goods, and consumers would only be able to buy half as much as they used to. All of this 
would lead to price increases, wage decreases, worldwide inflation, civil unrest, etc. 
  
Therefore, for the U.S. dollar scam to work, all countries—and all critical materials needed for 
production—must be fully controlled by Western corporations and governments. If even one 
nation rebels (like Russia or Niger), taking control of production and exports, that nation has the 



power to destroy the dollar. Why? Because the rebelling nation can cut supplies of critical 
materials and drive up global prices (which inflates the dollar), or the nation can flood the market 
with the product and drive down global prices (which deflates the dollar). Either way, the dollar 
destabilizess. 
  
Thus, to maintain the U.S. dollar scam, NATO must mercilessly crush all rebelling nations—which is 
the topic of our next section. 
  
THE MULTIPOLAR REVOLUTION 

  
For decades, Western foreign policy has involved the use of military force to gain exclusive access 
to the wealth and resources of the world. By conquering every nation economically, politically, or 
militarily, Western governments are able to fix the price of goods in U.S. dollars and thereby 
prevent the collapse of the First World fiat currencies (which include the pound, euro, and yen). 
  
Obviously, U.S. dollar hegemony depends on a unipolar world (i.e., a “One World Order”) 
controlled by a ruthless hegemon who will do anything required—even destroying the world with 
nuclear weapons—to protect Western economic interests. In this unipolar world, the hegemon 
(i.e., the U.S.) determines the supply of products and their value. This hegemon also controls all 
global resources (including “human resources”) by running corrupted institutions—like the United 
Nations, the European Union, NATO, the International Criminal Court, the International Monetary 
Fund, the New York Stock Exchange, etc.—to protect Western economic interests around the 
world, and to ensure that the worthless U.S. dollar (and the equally worthless euro/pound/yen) 
never hyper-inflates. 
  
Obviously, the U.S. dollar scam cannot work in a multipolar world, in which nations control their 
own resources, receive a fair market value for their products, and use a reliable gold- or silver-
backed currency. For this reason, the Western governments have been doing everything possible 
to try to stop the current multipolar revolution, including perpetuating a brutal war in Ukraine and 
dropping tactical nukes on “problem” nations around the world. (And now NATO wants to start a 
war in Niger using the Nigerian military as its proxy army.) 
  
Originally, during the Cold War, NATO was established as a defensive force to protect Europe from 
the threat of Soviet invasion. But by the 1980s, NATO had transformed into a British-controlled 
mercenary army whose job was to guard Western interests and the supremacy of the U.S. dollar. 
(This is why NATO still exists despite the collapse of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact, and it 
is why the U.S. and Britain want NATO to expand into Northern/Eastern Europe and Asia.) Because 
the euro and pound are pegged to the U.S. dollar, the European and British governments depend 
on dollar stability for their countries’ survival—which is why the NATO leaders would rather kill 
every Ukrainian citizen and destroy the entire world with nuclear weapons than put down their 
weapons. (As the American expression goes, “They can have my gun when they pry it from my 
cold, dead fingers.”) 
  
To maintain global control, NATO has established a global network of ground, air, and naval bases 
in hundreds of locations around the world; these bases provide critical staging areas from which 
NATO can attack “problem” nations with tactical nukes, overt military interventions, CIA/MI6 black 
operations, etc. Though much could be said about why the leaders of the world allowed NATO to 
establish military bases in their countries, it is sufficient to say that any nation possessing a NATO 
military base is under the full control of Britain, France, or the U.S.—in other words, that nation is 



a British, French, or American colony whose leaders possess all the benefits of colonial rule: NATO 
“security” protection, control of the nation’s population through modulated microwave mind-
control technologies, economic and military aid (of course paid in worthless dollars, pounds, or 
euros), business deals and kickbacks for the indigenous managers of the colony, etc. Western 
colonialism has always been dependent on corrupt local leaders who are willing to betray their 
people for beads and baubles. (Indeed, history tells us that the British Empire would never have 
gained world dominion without the complicity of men like the Nigerian or Ukrainian presidents.) 
  
THE COST OF NATO’S “DANGEROUS ADVENTURES” 

  
NATO’s endless imperial wars are expensive. These “dangerous adventures” (to quote the French 
foreign minister) require massive borrowing and money-printing, but the U.S./U.K. always find a 
way to fund them despite being trillions of dollars in debt and barely able to afford to feed their 
own people. This kind of reckless borrowing is not only catastrophic for Western civil society, but it 
causes severe U.S. dollar inflation—which requires draconian market manipulation to re-stabilize 
the West’s worthless paper currencies. 
  
NATO’s punitive actions also cause major problems for the global market. By 2018, for example, 
Western economic sanctions against the oil-producing nations of Iran, Russia, and Venezuela, and 
NATO’s military destruction of the oil-producing nations of Libya, Syria, and Iraq, had dramatically 
reduced the global oil supply. By 2018, to stabilize oil prices in U.S. dollars, the West required a 
global oil supply that was likely more than three times what the world population needed—far 
more than the world could now produce and store. By 2023, NATO’s punitive actions against the 
six countries mentioned above had depleted the West’s entire oil supply. The remaining oil 
producers could not even produce enough for the world’s farming, manufacturing, and general 
needs, and were unable to overproduce and store extra oil to stabilize the dollar. In addition, 
NATO was embroiled in its secret nuclear war and was regularly neutron-bombing Russia, China, 
and many other nations (including our family near Chicago), which further drained the world’s 
remaining oil and threatened to hyper-inflate the dollar. As a result, when Biden became president 
in 2021 he was forced to empty the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserves to flood the market with oil 
to combat the runaway U.S. dollar inflation, forcing the OPEC+ nations to cut production to 
compensate for NATO’s river of oil flowing from their reserves. It was all a desperate, temporary 
fix for a global supply problem with no solution, as demand had become greater than supply. 
  
[NOTE: Future historians will likely consider NATO’s attacks against those six oil-producing nations 
as the catalyst that led to the collapse of the U.S. dollar and Western civilization.] 
  
By early 2022, when NATO began its long-planned proxy war in Ukraine to collapse the Russian 
government and economy, the heavily indebted Western governments had to borrow massively to 
pay for the conflict. NATO leaders expected to win the war quickly because they were exploding 
thousands of tactical nukes over Russian pilots and military positions in Ukraine, and over Russian 
and Chinese cities and agricultural regions. (NATO killed millions of Russian and Chinese civilians 
during this time, but the deaths were hidden by the COVID pandemic.) Russia and China retaliated 
by neutron-bombing NATO targets around the world, and the Ukraine war dragged on, forcing the 
U.S. government to print more money to pay for it. This money-printing caused more inflation of 
the U.S. dollar, so the Western governments had to flood the global market with surpluses of 
essential goods—crude oil, grain, etc.—to try to lower prices and to prevent the collapse of the 
dollar and its dependent currencies. 
  



Until 2023, the U.S./U.K. market manipulations kept goods at fixed U.S. dollar prices, despite the 
production problems and supply shortages caused by COVID lockdowns and the collateral damage 
of the nuclear war. But this could not last. By January 2023, U.S. President Biden had dumped onto 
the market all the surplus goods that remained in warehouses and reserves across the West (such 
as the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserves) in a desperate attempt to oversupply the market and to 
deflate the price of goods in U.S. dollars. But his efforts were fruitless. NATO’s economic and 
military wars had failed. Fallout and radiation storms destroyed three years of crops. The 
warehouses and reserves were empty, and the shortages of goods across the world were driving 
up prices in U.S. dollars. Now, currently, there are not enough goods to oversupply markets and 
drop prices in U.S. dollars, and those surpluses will never exist again. Therefore, the hyperinflation 
of the U.S. dollar can never again be hidden by market manipulations. No power on heaven or 
earth can hide the dollar’s hyperinflation anymore. 
  
Even worse for Biden and the British King, the Russian economy strengthened and recovered 
because of NATO’s economic sanctions. Suddenly, Russian goods were no longer being purchased 
in worthless U.S. dollars; they had to be paid for in rubles—a stable currency. As goods were sold 
in rubles, the value of those goods immediately began to acquire a fair market value. Thus, the 
sanctions have created two different global markets: the BRICS markets using rubles and yuan, in 
which the prices of goods are slowly returning to their true value; and the Western dollar-scam 
market, in which the prices of goods are rapidly devaluing. No wonder everyone is fleeing from the 
U.S. dollar! 
  
Currently, the prices for some goods on the BRICS market are being dragged down by the 
devalued prices in the U.S dollar market, but if BRICS does succeed in making a gold- or silver-
backed currency in the near future, a major correction will occur immediately. This correction will 
cause U.S. dollar inflation to become exponential, the NATO nations and their allies will collapse 
economically, and all prices for goods will restore to their true market value in the new BRICS 
currency. Thus, the sanctions will be the best thing that could have happened to Russia and the 
world. 
  
But we are jumping ahead and will return to this subject later. Let us now look more closely at 
America’s manipulations of the U.S. dollar through oversupply, and how these manipulations have 
been affecting the world markets. 
  
One should remember that the Western oversupply manipulations always create a hidden effect, 
because currency inflation does not simply disappear. Just as energy is converted into matter, 
currency inflation is converted into devalued goods. Whenever Western governments stop 
currency inflation by oversupplying the market, the value of goods is directly affected—in other 
words, the value of goods priced in U.S. dollars decreases in direct proportion to how far the 
dollar’s inflation is controlled through oversupply. Let us look at our example about oil to 
understand this further. (Note: in this example, we assume that USD $50/barrel is the target price 
at which Western societies can profitably produce their goods and perform their services.) 
  
Let us imagine that the U.S. dollar has inflated and oil prices have become unstable because of 
excessive U.S. government borrowing for a failing NATO proxy war in the Middle East. The inflating 
dollar causes the price of crude oil to suddenly jump from $50/barrel to $100/barrel. In response, 
the U.S./U.K bring down the price by flooding the market with surplus oil—either by increasing 
production in Saudi Arabia and other nations, or by releasing oil from the Saudi Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve. (This is what the U.S./U.K. did before 2022.) This market manipulation causes 



the global oil supply to increase, which leads to a drop in the oil price to the desired $50/barrel, 
and the dollar becomes stable; its hyperinflation is averted, and the prices of goods stop 
increasing. However, this reduction in the oil price to $50/barrel means that oil-producing nations 
are now getting half as much money for their oil (i.e., their oil has been devalued by 50%, and oil 
producers must now sell two barrels of oil to make USD $100, instead of selling just one barrel). 
  
Now let us imagine that after the oil price has decreased to $50/barrel, the U.S. government needs 
to borrow more money for a proxy war in West Africa. This causes the U.S. dollar to inflate again, 
and the global oil price reaches $100/barrel. Again, the U.S./U.K. manipulate the market to 
increase the oil supply, and oil prices drop to $50/barrel. The U.S. dollar has been saved from 
hyperinflation for a second time. But if the U.S. dollar had been allowed to inflate, and if the 
U.S./U.K. had not manipulated the market and flooded it with oil, the price of one barrel of oil 
would be USD $200 ($50 x 2 x 2 = $200). Thus, in our example, when the U.S./U.K. manipulate the 
oil market to reduce the price, they force oil producers to sell their product at a quarter of the true 
price. In other words, oil producers must sell four barrels of oil at the manipulated U.S. dollar price 
($50 x 4 = $200) to make the same profit that they would have made from selling one barrel of oil. 
The value of their oil has been reduced to 1/4th of its true value because of Western market 
manipulation. 
  
However, because there are always endless threats to U.S./U.K. hegemony, and endless wars and 
covert operations that need funding, let us imagine that the bankrupted U.S government is now 
forced to do massive borrowing for yet another proxy war, this time in Eastern Europe. This causes 
the U.S. dollar to inflate for a third time, increasing the price of oil to $100/barrel. Again, the 
U.S./U.K. governments flood the market with surplus oil, the oil price drops to $50/barrel, the 
costs of goods stabilize, the Eastern European proxy war is financed, etc. But if the U.S./U.K. had 
not manipulated the global oil market for a third time, the oil that is selling for USD $50 would be 
selling for USD $400! In other words, oil-producers must now sell eight barrels of oil at the 
manipulated U.S. dollar price ($50 x 8 = $400) to make the same profit that they would have made 
from selling one barrel of oil in an un-manipulated market. Thus, their oil has been reduced to 
1/8th of its true value! 
  
Though the above example is a simplification, it shows how Western governments have used the 
U.S. dollar scam to siphon off the world’s resources for a tiny fraction of their true value. 
Eventually, the price of a barrel of oil in U.S. dollars becomes preposterously cheap—it becomes “a 
steal,” as the British would say. With this cheap oil, manufacturers can overproduce goods and 
create massive surpluses, which are then dumped onto the global market to prevent dollar 
hyperinflation whenever the U.S./U.K. borrow money for a new war. It is a perfect imperial 
system. 
  
THE DEATH OF THE DOLLAR 

  
In the fall of 2022, when U.S. President Biden demanded that Saudi Arabia increase oil production 
to bring down the global oil price to around $50/barrel, Biden was running the same scam 
described above. (Wisely, the Saudis refused to comply.) Because previous U.S. presidents also 
manipulated the market in this way, oil is now hugely devalued—as are all other goods, like gold, 
silver, wheat, rice, autos, electronics, etc. If there were no Western manipulation of markets, the 
gold price would be at least $10,000/ounce and the silver price—at 1/10th the value of gold—
would be at least $1,000/ounce. (It is widely known that silver is far more undervalued than gold; 
this undervaluation lowers the prices of electronic devices that require silver.) If oil were sold at its 



true value, a barrel would sell for more than USD $500 (based on gold’s current devaluation), or 
for more than USD $5,000 (based on silver’s current devaluation). Thus, oil is now trading at 1/5th 
to 1/50th of its actual value (and Biden wants to reduce the price of oil even further!). One can 
understand why the Saudis left the devaluation path to allow global oil prices to normalize. 
  
If the above estimates for the true prices of gold, silver, and oil are correct, then the actual 
amount of U.S. dollar inflation that has been hidden by Western market manipulation is around 
500% - 5,000%. In other words, the U.S. dollar has already hyper-inflated by 400% - 4,000%! 
  
[NOTE: Technically speaking, U.S. dollar bills backed by gold and silver were taken out of 
circulation after 1971, and they no longer exist in any form except as collectibles. These real U.S. 
dollars were replaced by U.S. Federal Reserve notes (that have existed since 1914), which have 
nothing to back them and are printed by a “Federal Reserve” banking cabal. The U.S. government 
still mints one-ounce Gold Eagle coins that have the value of “$50 dollars” (50 US gold or silver 
backed dollars printed prior to 1970) stamped onto them. As these Eagles sell for approximately 
2,000 U.S. reserve notes (i.e., for $2,000), we can see that the U.S. reserve notes currently in 
circulation are worth only 1/40th of the pre-1971 gold-backed U.S. dollar. Thus, according to the 
U.S. Mint, the U.S. dollar has inflated 4,000% since 1971, when the U.S. went off the gold 
standard. The worthless Federal Reserve notes are now called “U.S. dollars” to fool the world into 
thinking that they have the same value as real U.S. dollars did before 1971; but obviously, dollar 
reserve notes are a completely different currency, worth a fraction of the old U.S. gold and silver 
coins. For simplicity, we will refer to these U.S. Federal Reserve notes as “dollars” (unless we are 
comparing reserve notes to the extinct gold- and silver-backed dollar).] 
  
World leaders need to understand that the U.S. dollar scam cannot last forever. Because it 
requires endless wars that the indebted Western nations cannot afford, NATO governments must 
constantly borrow money that they can never pay back, creating constant inflation and 
indebtedness. In recent years, U.S. government borrowing has skyrocketed, with the current U.S. 
debt reaching $32,000,000,000,000. (That is $32,000,000,000,000 worth of goods and services 
that the U.S. government has stolen from the world with its “Monopoly money.”) If the American 
people wanted to pay off the U.S. government’s debt, every citizen, from newborns to people over 
100, would have to contribute $1,000,000 (one million US dollars each!). That is how big the U.S. 
debt is. Obviously, fiscal responsibility is irrelevant when one controls the global market and can 
borrow and print money without limits. 
  
[NOTE: By now, it should be clear that the U.S./U.K. do not pay for their wars; rather, the nations 
of the world pay for them by surrendering their goods and services to the West in exchange for 
worthless paper money. In such a way, the nations of the world have paid for their own 
subjugation, colonization, and enslavement through the devaluation of their goods.] 
  
The current NATO leaders do not realize that their U.S. dollar scam has reached its endpoint. 
Previous leaders, like U.S. President Trump (2017-2020), did not realize it, either. Trump could not 
understand that global production was at its maximum, and it was no longer possible to reduce 
prices by flooding the market with oversupplies. Instead, Trump attacked the Russians and 
Chinese, believing that they had seized control of the global market and were responsible for 
collapsing the U.S. dollar by interfering with the West’s manipulation of goods and prices. Trump’s 
solution was to tax or sanction Russia and China—as well as Iran, North Korea, Venezuela, and any 
nation that refused to submit to U.S./U.K. hegemony—to prevent their products from entering the 
market and affecting the value of the dollar. (In addition, Trump threatened to sanction any 



country that helped to build Russia’s Nordstream 2 pipeline to Europe—the same pipeline that 
Biden destroyed through a covert attack in the fall of 2022.) 
  
When Russia and China refused to submit to Western hegemony, Trump adopted the solution of 
all previous U.S. presidents (going back at least to Bush Sr.): he secretly neutron-bombed them. 
Trump believed that if he pummeled Russia and China with tactical nukes, tens of millions of their 
people would sicken and die, their agricultural regions would be destroyed (by the severe 
“atomic” storms that we see now across the world), and their economies would collapse. In the 
end, nuclear bombs would give Trump total control over Russia and China. 
  
And indeed, tens of millions of Russians and Chinese died from NATO’s nuclear attacks (their 
deaths were hidden by Trump’s COVID pandemic ruse), and many more were sickened. And many 
hectares of Russian and Chinese cropland were destroyed by floods, hail, typhoons, drought, etc. 
  
[NOTE: Obviously, Trump and Biden (both of whom are now in their 80s) did not believe that they 
would destroy the earth if they exploded tens of thousands of tactical nukes (i.e., tens of 
thousands of low- or medium-yield nuclear fusion bombs) high in the atmosphere over Russia, 
China, and other nations. Both men had received a 1940s-era education; nuclear warfare was a 
topic beyond their comprehension. (And even if they could understand what the nuclear bombs 
were doing to the earth, their Masonic training told them “the end justifies the means.”)] 
  
Trump had every reason to believe that he could secretly destroy Russia and China with tactical 
nukes. The U.S./U.K. had already conquered Libya and Iraq with the bombs, and NATO had been 
using them for years to bring starvation or suffering to nations like Iran, North Korea, Syria, 
Afghanistan, Yemen, Venezuela, etc. But then, in late 2019, the leaders of Russia and China 
discovered that NATO was secretly attacking their nations with tactical nukes. At that point, with 
the West’s world domination plans exposed, Trump and the British Queen should have stopped 
their nuclear attacks and surrendered, allowing the U.S. dollar to hyper-inflate and collapse. The 
world could have recovered from the financial disaster, and Britain and the U.S. could have 
continued existing as poorer nations. But instead, NATO chose to continue its nuclear war against 
Russia and China. (Tragically, Russia and China decided to launch nuclear counterstrikes against 
NATO targets instead of telling truth to the public about the war, resulting in a global radiation 
disaster that is much worse than it would have been.) 
  
When Biden became U.S. president in 2021, Trump’s sanctions, tariffs, and nuclear attacks had 
devastated global production. The West’s massive surpluses of goods were gone, and available 
supplies were dwindling as demand outstripped supply. This created a global shortage of goods 
and U.S. dollar inflation, making it impossible for Western governments to flood the market with 
surpluses and reduce the prices of goods to 2018 levels. In addition, Saudi Arabia and other OPEC 
nations refused to bail out the Americans by increasing oil production, despite Biden’s threats and 
NATO’s neutron-bombing of Mecca. Now, there is nothing in the universe—no victory in war, no 
trade deal, no surplus—that will save the U.S. dollar from hyper-inflating. The endpoint of the 
dollar scam has been reached. The U.S. dollar is dead. 
  
THE URGENT NEED FOR A GOLD-BACKED CURRENCY 

  
If the world’s leaders stay silent and do nothing about the current problems, in a few months 
there will be a major global shortage of goods. This will drive up all prices, causing the U.S. dollar 
to hyper-inflate and collapse. And because the Western governments are trillions of dollars in 



debt, and are dependent on the worthless U.S. dollar for their existence, their economies will all 
implode.  
  
If the leaders of the world do not want to sink with the NATO ship, they must accept that the 
dollar is dead, and they must prepare for its imminent collapse by fleeing to a gold-backed 
currency immediately. 
  
Before 1971, when all prices were fixed to a gold-backed U.S. dollar, goods were valued in ounces 
of gold. But when the worthless U.S. Federal Reserve notes replaced the gold-backed dollar in 
1971, the values of goods became arbitrary and unfixed, creating all of the world’s current 
problems. 
  
These problems can only be solved through a new gold-backed reserve currency, through which all 
goods can be priced at their fair market value. BRICS has been creating this, and the world needs it 
desperately. The people of Niger and other nations cannot feed themselves with the current prices 
for food in U.S. dollars. A gold-backed currency would stabilize food prices and allow nations to 
become economically and politically independent from the West for the first time in their modern 
histories.  
  
A gold-backed currency would link all goods to the value of gold (in ounces), which would fix their 
prices and make them stable. If the price of silver is fixed at the historical 1/10th of gold’s value, 
then a ten-dollar gold note (backed and redeemable by one ounce of gold) will always be worth 
ten one-dollar silver notes (backed and redeemable by one ounce of silver). In terms of coinage, a 
one-ounce gold coin would be worth ten one-ounce silver coins. Any product sold through this 
gold-backed currency would be worth one ounce of gold for every ten dollars of value, and one 
ounce of silver for every one dollar of value. (Whereas, an item that is priced in U.S. dollars—i.e., 
in U.S. Federal Reserve pieces of paper—has no intrinsic value regardless of its dollar price). With 
the new currency, oil and all other products can be priced as a percentage of ounces of gold, 
thereby preventing market manipulation. 
  
Unlike U.S. dollars, which can be printed infinitely to cover U.S. government borrowing, there is a 
finite supply of physical gold and silver; thus, with a gold- or silver-backed currency, there will be 
no hyperinflation. (Also, because silver is widely needed for electronics and other industries, its 
price will continue to remain stable.) By using a gold- or silver-backed currency, organizations like 
OPEC+ can keep the prices of goods at a fair market value. 
  
[NOTE: Though the West has created “paper-gold” and “paper-silver” markets, the paper-metal 
certificates—like the fiat U.S. dollar—are not actually backed by real metal; if one tries to redeem 
a paper-gold certificate for physical metal, one receives a fiat currency payment in dollars, euros, 
or pounds. But if non-Western nations re-establish the silver 1:10 ratio with their new currency, 
the paper-gold and paper-silver markets would immediately collapse, and investors would race to 
purchase every gram of physical gold and silver in the Western world to resell it in the non-
Western world. Thus, the price of gold and silver in U.S. dollars would skyrocket, making the dollar 
worthless. Surely, Putin and Xi know this.] 
  
U.S. hegemony ended years ago; only warfare has sustained it. NATO must admit defeat and end 
its war against Russia and other BRICS countries—which are the only nations that can solve the 
current economic disaster created by the West. The world must accept the death of the U.S. dollar 
and prepare to deal with the economic and environmental disasters from its collapse. Eventually, 



after a gold-backed (and/or silver-backed) currency is established, world prices will stabilize based 
on existing physical metal, not on fiat-currency prices, and all goods will once again have actual 
value. 
  
If BRICS (or some other nation) cannot create a gold-backed currency quickly enough, the dollar, 
euro, pound, and yen will all collapse without a backup currency, resulting in global economic 
destruction. But with an established gold-backed currency, nations can transition rapidly to the 
new currency without their economies being devastated. 
  
For the African people to survive the current radiation catastrophe, as well as the collapse of the 
U.S. dollar and the Western economies, all African nations must put their differences aside and 
unite their nations, economies, resources, currencies, and peoples into a single independent force. 
(European colonizers created the divisions between Africans—they are not real divisions.) The 
African leaders must meet independently, arranging the meeting themselves. Their meeting 
should focus on ending all African conflicts, ending African dependence on the dollar/euro/pound, 
ensuring national sovereignty, giving the African people a better standard of living, creating an 
African gold-backed currency, encouraging self-sufficiency, etc. The most brilliant minds of Africa 
must come together to provide the solutions to these problems. Other nations can give guidance 
and assistance, but everything should be decided and controlled by Africans. (The same must 
happen in Latin America, Asia, etc.) Africa’s survival now depends on the African nations’ ability to 
unify. 
  
Obviously, a Western proxy war in Niger is the last thing that Africa—or the world—needs. World 
leaders must do everything possible to stop France and Nigeria/ECOWAS from attacking Niger and 
creating another bloody war on African soil. It is time for NATO’s control of Africa to end. 
Colonialism must finally die, Western puppet presidents must be replaced, and the people of 
Africa must be given the right to decide their own fate. Let us all pray that war in West Africa can 
be averted, so the leaders of the world can come together to deal with the global radiation 
disaster and the impending Western financial crash. 
  
We strongly suggest that all of you pray to The One True God—Allah/ Yahweh/ Brahman—to have 
mercy upon humanity, because even if you told your people the truth about the nuclear war 
within hours of receiving this letter, it will still take an incredible miracle to save even a small 
remnant of humanity. Every minute that you delay, more people will die who might have been 
saved. (We recommend that when you pray to The One True God, you do it with a sincere and 
humble heart; otherwise, He will not hear you.) 
  
After the nations of the world have ended NATO’s nuclear war and told truth to their people, the 
leaders of the world can finally focus on the global radiation catastrophe and the economic 
devastation created by NATO’s nuclear war. But if you pretend that everything is normal, and 
allow your society to continue running until the workers succumb to radiation sickness (right now, 
according to our Geiger counter, there are 9.2 rad/hour of gamma radiation in the city of Chicago, 
USA—enough to kill half the American population in less than a year), or if you procrastinate until 
some cataclysmic natural disaster occurs (as predicted in the Christian, Jewish, and Islamic 
prophecies), then there will be nothing left to salvage from your societies or economies, and you 
yourself will likely be dead. 
  
NATO’s imperial world order is over, and it is now collapsing. You do not want to be on the 
U.S./U.K. ship when it finally sinks. Either you can stay in denial and resist the changes that are 



occurring, or you can accept the changes by telling your people the truth. One path leads to death; 
the other path leads to life. (Of course, the NATO leaders want you to stay silent until your nation 
is destroyed and your people are all dead.) 
  
When you hide the truth about NATO’s war, you are also resisting the world’s natural evolution 
from the current age of imperialism and slavery to the future age of compassion and truth. These 
changes are God’s will, not man’s will. As taught in the ancient Taoist I-Ching, change is critical for 
the evolution of the world and humanity, and it cannot be stopped. You can either flow with the 
changes or be destroyed by them. 
  
You will gain true independence from the Western colonial powers in that moment when you tell 
your people the truth about NATO’s nuclear war. If our family’s story is also revealed at that time, 
we will be able to help you calm the people, and we can ask them to give their governments time 
to make a peaceful transition to independence and a new economic system. Such transitions 
should not be feared by anyone. They are already happening across the world. Niger is not scared 
of change. Iran and Saudi Arabia and Russia are not scared of change. You should not be scared, 
either. 
  
Blessings to you, your nation, and your people, 
  
Kira Salak, Ph.D. 
Baruch Abrahamer (Jake Sturm) 
Shyloh תא 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: Jake Sturm <avoiceinthewilderness1260@gmail.com> 

Date: Sat, Aug 19, 2023 at 12:33 AM 

Subject: EXTREMELY URGENT: Please Forward to President Putin 

 

Dear President of the Russian Federation, President Vladimir Putin,  

 

In this letter, I summarize the problems with using U.S. Federal Reserve notes (i.e., U.S. dollars) as 
the world reserve currency. This document will discuss the value of goods when they are priced in 
real U.S. dollars that are backed by gold (or silver), versus when goods are priced in worthless U.S. 
Federal Reserve notes that are not backed by gold, silver, or any other commodity. This document 
must be read and understood before your BRICS meeting if you are to stabilize world trade. 
  
THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOLD-BACKED CURRENCY 

  
The privately owned banking cabal called the “Federal Reserve” produces dollar bills for the U.S. 
and the world that are called “Federal Reserve Notes.” The word “Federal” makes it seem as if the 
U.S. government printed the currency, and the word “Reserve” makes it seem as if a commodity 
backs the dollar bills. Neither is true. The words “Federal Reserve Note” printed on every dollar bill 
are meant to hide the fact that dollars are a fiat (i.e., paper) currency with no actual value. In 
truth, dollars are no more valuable than “Monopoly money.” 

  
But now let us imagine that the U.S. government wanted to create a gold-backed, gold-
redeemable currency. A paper USD $50 dollar bill could have a value exactly equal to one ounce of 
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gold. The U.S. might also mint a USD $1 one-ounce silver coin fixed at one ounce of silver—or 1/50 
of an ounce of gold. Additional fixed dollars could be printed, such as a USD $500 bill fixed at ten 
ounces of gold, a USD $100 bill fixed at two ounces of gold, etc. If the world used this gold-backed 
currency for trade, then when the price of a barrel of oil would be fixed at USD $50 in gold-backed 
dollars—one barrel of oil would always be worth one ounce of gold. 
  
A monetary system based on fixed gold-backed currencies is called a “gold standard,” with all 
prices based on ounces of gold. (Thus, if oil were priced in a gold-backed currency, it would 
actually become “black gold.”) Therefore, a gold-backed currency is ideal for a world reserve 
currency, because it would give all goods a value in gold and/or silver ounces. 
  
When there is a fixed gold-backed currency, the value of a product can be priced to ounces of 
gold, and the supply can be adjusted so the product is always worth the same amount of gold. 
  
WHY SILVER IS SO STABLE 

  
Yet, if everything is priced in gold, how is the value of gold to be determined? 

  
It may surprise you to learn that, until about a century ago, the value of gold has always been 
based on ounces of silver. Because silver’s value has been stable for millennia, goods priced in 
silver were stable (silver was the basis of all trade, historically). 
  
Silver, unlike gold, is a consumable resource. When silver is used to make electronics, silverware, 
bowls, tools, etc. it vanishes from the silver market, often forever. Though much silver is mined, 
little of it is left over for coinage, currency-backing, or use in trade. Virtually all the gold that has 
ever been mined still exists, but most of the silver that has been mined has been used and is now 
lost. The more silver that is mined, the more it is made into products; thus, the amount of 
available silver has never actually increased but has remained stable for millennia. 
  
Therefore, the global amount of gold is always increasing, but the global amount of silver remains 
stable regardless of how much is mined. A constant, stable, relatively small supply of silver has 
made its value stable for millennia, and that is why it has been the basis of all monetary systems—
until the 20th century. Because the silver market is never over supplied (due to constant demand), 
it is impossible for silver to inflate without criminal manipulation. 
  
The Western “paper-silver market” manipulates silver prices by dumping silver certificates onto 
the open market. It is widely believed that these certificates are not actually backed by silver, and 
are just worthless pieces of paper like U.S. “Federal Reserve Note” dollars. If this is true, then 
infinite paper certificates can be made to force down the value of silver whenever its price gets 
too high. If this scam is occurring—which, presumably, it is—it is not capable of obliterating the 
true silver value, which has existed for tens of thousands of years. More likely, manipulation 
through a “paper-silver market” is meant to give a false explanation for silver’s inflation and GSR 
of 1:90, so no one looks deeper and finds the real cause. 
  
WHAT IS THE “GSR,” AND HOW HAS IT CHANGED HISTORICALLY? 

  
Let us look at something called the GSR to see how silver determines the value of gold. 
  



When one uses a GSR (a “Gold-Silver-Ratio”—a fixed number of ounces of silver for one ounce of 
gold), the price of gold is priced in ounces of silver. Therefore, the value of silver determines the 
value of gold. If the GSR is stable, which it had been for thousands of years until the 20th century, 
the value of all goods priced in gold and silver remains stable. But then, starting shortly before the 
First World War, the GSR began to destabilize. To understand this destabilization we will look at 
the recent changes in the GSR. 
  
In ancient times, 10-15 ounces of silver were worth 1 ounce of gold, or a GSR of 1:10 to 1:15. (In 
ancient Egypt, about 5,000 years ago, only 2.5 ounces of silver were worth one ounce of gold, or 
1:2.5.) In the 18th and 19th centuries, Spanish coins (escudos, reales, etc.) were valued between 15-
16 ounces of silver for 1 ounce of gold (a GSR of 15:1 to 16:1, consistent with ancient times). But, 
suddenly in the 1960s, the ratio was around 20:1 to 25:1. And by 1971, the ratio had reached 
approximately 50:1—which was when U.S. President Nixon took the dollar off the gold standard. 
Currently, in August 2023, the GSR is about 90:1. So what happened? 

  
Silver devalued. And all goods that were priced in silver—which, in the early 1900s, was everything 
in the world—devalued with it. This gave a very small, wealthy group of Western elites the ability 
to buy all of the world’s resources for a tiny fraction of their true value. 
  
For the GSR to be stable for more than 5,000 years then to completely destabilize in only a 
century, there must have been a major, concerted attack on silver by a large power. Only a “First 
World” nation and a cabal of “First World” bankers could have done such destruction and profited 
so much from it. The inflation of silver to the current GSR of 90:1 reveals that the historical gold- 
and silver-backed trading system, which existed all the way back into pre-history, collapsed within 
the last century. Something replaced that system, and that is the current U.S. “Federal Reserve 
Note” dollar system based on worthless fiat (i.e., paper) currencies. 
  
In this moment, only a few thousand people—in a world of 8 billion people—know that there has 
been a nuclear war. As for the secret U.S. “Federal Reserve Note” system, I don’t believe that 
anyone but myself knows that the collapse of all financial systems already occurred about a 
century ago. Just as the Western governments and bankers are hiding the nuclear war from the 
world through a global web of deception, they are also hiding the collapse of the global financial 
system that occurred back in the 20th century.  
  
THE COLLAPSE OF HUMAN CIVILIZATION CAUSED BY SILVER MANIPULATION 

  
Because the Gold-Silver-Ratio (GSR) has remained stable for millennia, the value of goods has 
remained relatively constant throughout human history—at least up to a century ago, when 
Western governments and bankers intentionally inflated silver to devalue all goods. The current 
silver inflation, with a GSR of 1:90, is by far the worst financial disaster in human history. Likely, 
this document is the first place where the issue is being discussed (usually, silver inflation is 
dismissed as an artifact of the paper markets). 
  
During the last century, the tenfold devaluation of silver—the foundation of all human 
transactions—has created two world wars, kept billions of people in abject poverty, led to a 
nuclear war, and has essentially destroyed human society and the earth, itself. If silver’s inflation 
is not corrected immediately, all human societies will collapse in the upcoming months. 
  



We must go back to 1910, a time when all goods were valued in silver, to find when the silver 
scheme was concocted. In 1910, when silver was devalued, the prices of all goods devalued with 
it, so every resource could be bought for pennies on the dollar. (By the 1970s, oil became the 
foundation of manufacturing, and so the devaluation of oil replaced the devaluation of silver, but 
the same methods were used.) 
  
In our above example, in which a $50 gold-backed dollar bill was worth one ounce of gold, is based 
on what the gold prices were for U.S. gold- and silver-backed dollars in 1970. Before 1900, one 
ounce of gold (at a GSR of 10:1 to 15:1) would be worth between 10 and 15 ounces of silver—or 
$10 to $15 U.S. silver dollar coins. When the one-ounce U.S. Gold Eagle coin was made in the 
1980s, it was stamped with a value of “$50 dollars,” representing its 1971 value in silver-backed 
dollars, before the U.S. dollar was removed from the gold standard by Nixon. Silver inflation, as 
well as the inflation of U.S. dollars backed by silver, began when the “U.S. Federal Reserve Note” 
was put into circulation in 1913, so the reserve notes are the likely cause of silver’s inflation. Let us 
now take a closer look at this fiat currency. 
  
THE U.S. FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE 

  
The U.S. Federal Reserve Note was introduced into circulation in 1913 (right before World War 
One). The value of reserve notes was fixed as equal in value to U.S. silver- and gold-backed dollars, 
though it was not backed by any commodities. Both the fiat U.S. “dollar” bills and the silver-
backed U.S. dollar bills (also called “Silver Certificates”) were mixed together in circulation 
throughout the 20th century. Just as when one adds black paint to white paint and the color 
becomes gray, mixing an inflating fiat dollar with a silver-backed dollar caused both currencies to 
inflate. This U.S. dollar inflation occurred throughout the 20th century; by 1971, it caused the price 
of gold—paid in silver dollars—to rise from $15 in silver-backed dollars/silver coins to $50 in silver-
backed dollars/silver coins. (Fifty silver-backed U.S. dollars in 1971 were worth the equivalent of 
15 silver-backed dollars in the 18th century.) Mixing the worthless fiat currency with the gold- and 
silver-backed currency caused real gold and silver value to drop dramatically. 
  
The problems described in this letter (and in the letter below) caused commodities to become 
grossly devalued by the early 20th century. By 1945, when the U.S. dollar became the world 
reserve currency, it was already inflating because of the worthless “Federal Reserve Notes” that 
were in circulation. The U.S. dollar should not have been used as the world reserve currency until 
the fiat dollars were removed from circulation. But the fiat dollars were not removed, causing 
global trade to destabilize and collapse by 2021. 
  
WHAT ARE GOODS WORTH WHEN PRICED IN A FIAT CURRENCY? 

  
The question that must be asked is: “What value are products receiving in the global market when 
a worthless fiat currency—like U.S. “Federal Reserve” dollars—are used to price valuable 
commodities?” 

  
Because a “U.S. Federal Reserve Note” is backed by nothing, and because “nothing” has no value 
(i.e., USD $0), fixing a product’s price in U.S. reserve notes is setting the value of the product at 
USD $0. For example, if one were to adjust the price of a barrel of oil to $50 in U.S. Federal 
Reserve Notes (i.e., $50/barrel in U.S. dollars), one would be setting the value of oil to $0/barrel in 
real dollars. This is so important that I will repeat it: Each time the U.S./U.K. manipulates the oil 
market, forcing oil to sell for USD $50/barrel, the value of a barrel of oil is worth $0 in real dollars. 



Therefore, every time goods are set at a fixed price in a fiat currency through market 
manipulation, the goods become worthless. In summary: 
  
If the value of a product priced in a fiat reserve currency is set to $0, the product’s supply will 
always be adjusted to this fixed price; therefore, the product will remain worthless. 
  
However: 
  
If one fixes the price of a product to a gold-backed reserve currency, the product’s price is 
maintained at a specific value in gold. In addition, market manipulation becomes impossible. In 
contrast, when a product’s price is fixed to a worthless fiat reserve currency (like the dollar, 
pound, euro, yen), the product’s value diminishes to nothing. Literally, the product is being 
given away for free. 
  
The world is facing its current financial problems because traders are following the rules for a 
gold-backed global reserve system, not a fiat “U.S. Federal Reserve Note” system. Thus, when U.S. 
paper dollars are used for transactions, all goods are stripped of their values through supply 
manipulation and they become worthless. Then they can be obtained for almost no cost by a small 
group of extremely wealthy individuals.  
  
To begin to grasp the problems with the fiat “U.S Federal Reserve Note” as the world reserve 
currency, let us recall the example in the beginning of this letter, in which the price of a barrel of 
oil had been set by the U.S./U.K. at $50 in U.S. gold-backed dollars—or one ounce of gold for a 
barrel of oil. Today, the U.S./U.K. are still trying to set a barrel of oil at $50 U.S. dollars (i.e., fifty 
“Federal Reserve” dollars), but even in the manipulated paper-gold market, one ounce of gold is 
worth about $2,000. In other words, setting oil to fifty “Federal Reserve” notes per barrel is a 
fortyfold devaluation of oil. 
  
Because physical gold should be valued at around USD $10,000 for an ounce (i.e., 10,000 “Federal 
Reserve” dollar bills for an ounce), a barrel of oil should actually be priced at over $5,000/barrel in 
U.S. fiat dollars. Thus, oil is selling for 1/100 of its true value if the price of a barrel of oil is fixed at 
50 reserve dollars. Currently, traders are pricing oil in gold-backed U.S dollars, but they are still 
using worthless fiat dollars as their reserve currency. This occurs with all goods, devaluing them 
until they are worth virtually nothing. 
  
Now that we know what happens when a fiat currency becomes the world reserve currency, many 
other questions need to be answered. For example, in 1910 Nelson Aldrich, A. Piatt Andrew, Henry 
Davison, Arthur Shelton, Frank Vanderlip, and Paul Warburg met in the Jekyll Island Club to 
concoct a plan to “reform” America’s banking system. Why was their meeting hidden from the 
world until the 1930s? From that secret meeting came establishment of the privately owned 
“Federal Reserve” banking cabal, as well as the worthless U.S. “Federal Reserve” fiat currency. 
  
The fact that the bankers in this 1910 meeting used the term “reserve” in the name of their fiat 
currency would imply that when the U.S. Federal Reserve Note was designed, it was meant to 
eventually replace the pound sterling as the world’s reserve currency (which would not happen for 
decades). For the six men who met secretly on Jekyll Island in 1910, the problem was that the 
British government would never allow its pound sterling currency to stop being used as the world 
reserve currency—unless Britain went bankrupt, somehow. 
  



This leads to another question that might explain why the Jekyll Island meeting was so secret: Is it 
possible that the U.S. government started World War One and World War Two (through false-flag 
events) to bankrupt the British Empire (Britain did go bankrupt after WWII)? With Britain 
bankrupted, the newly printed U.S. “Federal Reserve” notes (which were put into circulation at the 
same time that World War One started) would become the new world reserve currency, allowing 
American bankers and industrialists to strip the world of its resources for pennies. Did Nixon’s 
taking the dollar off the gold standard represent the fruition of a century of scheming and world 
wars? 

  
Is it possible that the world has just gone through a century of violent warfare, and unimaginable 
deprivation and suffering, just so the Americans could run their fiat currency scam on the entire 
world and steal all of the world’s resources? The world’s leaders need to really think about this 
question. 
  
Baruch Abrahamer 
 

P.S. Since I began sending emails yesterday my family has been under heavy nuclear attack by 
NATO. We are currently at a very deadly 10.3 rad/hr at my house in Chicago, USA. 
 


